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Kristen Thall Peters
• Kristen Thall Peters is Chair of the Green Practice Group at Cooper, White &
Cooper LLP. She is also a member of Energy, Real Estate and Environmental
practice groups.

• In 2011, Kristen aided her clients in successfully developing, operating or
expanding over 50 small to medium sized renewable energy plants,
including securing the real property interests for the land on which the
facilities operate, drafting host and royalty agreements, ensuring
environmental compliance and compliance with renewable portfolio
standards, resolving land use and permitting issues, as well as negotiating
power purchase and interconnection agreements, construction contracts,
and agreements for the purchase, sale and lease of renewable fuel sources
and environmental attributes. She has also been successful in closing
several financing transactions for these projects.
• Kristen holds a B.A. in Environmental Sciences from the University of
California, Berkeley and a J.D. from Santa Clara University.
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Greg Chafee
• Greg Chafee is Chair of the Energy Infrastructure & Finance and
Sustainability Practices at Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP.
• Greg advises on renewable energy project development and finance
including solar, wind, and biomass, clean tech innovation and
investment, and sustainability programs, policies and initiatives. He has
negotiated Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) and ancillary
agreements for utility scale solar, wind and biomass projects throughout
the U.S. and globally. Greg counsels project developers, owners and
investors on federal, state and local regulatory compliance, permitting,
power supply, sales, marketing and distribution contracts, and
commercial and corporate governance matters.
• Greg is Vice Chair of the American Bar Association Energy and
Environmental Markets & Finance Committee
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Renewable Energy Resources

• Wind
• Solar
• Biomass
• Geothermal
• Hydro
• Waste to Energy
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Renewable Energy Incentives
Incentives for Renewable Energy Development

Renewable Portfolio Standards (“RPS”)
–

29 States Have RPS; 8 States Have Renewables Goals

Tax Credits
-

Investment Tax Credits

-

Production Tax Credits

Net Metering
Green Building/Compliance Standards
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Power Purchase Agreements
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is the contract between
the Seller that generates electricity and the Buyer (often a
utility) that purchases the power
• PPA defines commercial terms for the sale of electricity between
Seller and Buyer, including when the Facility will begin commercial
operation, schedule for delivery of electricity, penalties for under
delivery, payment terms and liability conditions
• PPA identifies the revenue and credit quality of a Project and is a key
financing instrument
• Term is typically between 15 and 25 years (but can be more or less)
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PPA Benefits for Buyer
• No direct commitment of capital
• Pay for electricity actually delivered/metered
• Ownership risks (e.g., equipment failure, damage and
obsolescence) shift to third party
• Non-profits can obtain economic benefits of investment
tax credits and Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)
revenue
• “Green” image from supporting renewable energy
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PPA Risks for Buyer
• Economic benefits of Project must be shared with Seller
and Lender
• Loss of control from having a third party operating a Facility
• Cost savings may be based on projections for future energy
costs, which are uncertain
• Terms may be driven and/or challenged by Lender
• Seller may be unwilling to commit to specific output levels
• Requires monitoring of insurance coverage held by Seller
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Risk Identification
IT’S ALL ABOUT RISK…
CONSTRUCTION

OPERATIONS

Completion Risk

Supply

Engineering Risk

Operations

Force Majeure

Environmental
Force Majeure
Change of Law
Financial
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Site Acquisition Risks
•

State and Local Regulations and Compliance Obligations

•

NIMBY Issues (e.g., Wind Farm Siting)

•

Zoning and Permitting Requirements/Restrictions

•

Access to Rights of Way

•

Existing Easements/Land Use Restrictions

•

Access to the Electrical Grid (Interconnection)

•

Pre-existing Environmental Conditions’

•

Suitability of Existing Ground Conditions

•

Closure Requirements/Termination Assurances (e.g., Restoration of Site)
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Design, Permitting and
Construction Risk - 1

• Will equipment and/or
technology fail?
• Is the site suitable for
construction and
operation of the Facility?
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Design, Permitting and
Construction Risk - 2
TOOLS TO MANAGE RISK:
•

Liquidated damages for performance

•

E&O/Environmental Insurance

•

Construction/Stop Loss Insurance (controls cost overruns from unexpected
conditions)

•

Construction Surety Bonds (Bid Bonds/Completion Bonds)

•

Owner Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP)

•

Independent Engineers

•

Environmental Surveys

•

Geotechnical Studies and Surveys
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Completion Risk - 1
Will the Project Be Completed on Time and In Budget?
• Project Development Risk is Partially Allocated to EPC
Contractor and Insurers
• Conditions Precedent: Interconnection
• Zoning and Land Use Approvals
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Completion Risk - 2
TOOLS TO MANAGE RISK
• Completion Guarantee Payments
• Insurance for Delays in Start Up
• Warranties
• Lump Sum Turnkey Price
• Liquidated Damages for Delay
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Operating Risk - 1
• Will there be an interruption or failure in the supply chain? (Force
Majeure)
– Degradation or Decreases in Production
– Maintenance, Repairs and Monitoring
• Will the demand for power be reduced or interrupted?

– Project Developer at Risk for Supply; Price Risk allocated to Buyer
• Is there tax recapture risk?
– Tax indemnification is a risk for small developers
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Operating Risk - 2
TOOLS TO MANAGE RISK:
• Long term contracts with established suppliers
• Crafted business interruption insurance coverage/property risk
coverage
• Adjustments – price escalation, benchmarks, indices
• Liquidated damages for performance
• Equipment/technology warranties
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Ancillary Agreements
• Lease or License for Facility
• Lease or Purchase Agreement for Supply
• Security Agreement
• Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) Contract
• O&M/Management Services Agreement
• Warranty, Maintenance and Service Agreements
• Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) Purchase and Sale Agreement (may be
integrated with PPA)
• ESP Agreement
• Interconnection Agreement
• Transmission and Operating Agreement
• Distribution Agreement
• Risk Management Plan
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Supply Agreements - 1
Representations of Seller
•

Does seller own the supply rights?

•

Are there other similar rights granted to others?

•

Are those rights exclusive?

•

Is there litigation involving the rights?

•

Is the seller contemplating bankruptcy?

•

Does seller know of any legal prohibitions?
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Supply Agreements - 2
Representations of Buyer/Developer
•

Is developer a knowledgeable operator of this type of
renewable energy project?

•

Will developer assume risk of practicability and
possibility of performance?

•

Does developer own the technology rights?

•

Does developer have financing?
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Supply Agreements - 3
• Contingencies/Timelines
– Financing
– Execution of PPA
– Granting of permits
– Granting of any consents
that may be required

• What are remedies or rights
if not met?
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Supply Agreements - 4

• What are obligations regarding quality and quantity of fuel
source?
– Can agreement or certain obligations be terminated?
– Obligations to ensure quality or quantity?
– Force majeure
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Land Contracts
•

Purchase & Sale Agreement

•

Site Lease
- Real property interest

•

- Ability to obtain title insurance
License

•

- Personal property interest
Sublease or Sublicense
- Financing tool

•

Access, Rights of Way and Easement Agreements
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Mineral Rights
• Effects of Grants of Mineral Rights
– Do Mineral Rights include fuel source?
– Is landfill gas what was contemplated by a reservation of
gas rights?
– Is geothermal heat/steam a mineral that was
contemplated by a reservation of mineral rights?
– Resolution using Quit Claim deed
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Leases and Licenses - 1

• Site Lease or License secures the location of the power
production facility and/or the fuel supply
– Solar and wind generating facilities often require too
much land to purchase; landfill gas, biomass, digester
gas, geothermal facilities are typically smaller and may be
bought or leased depending on location.
– Fuel supplies of solar, wind, landfill gas, and steam are
most often leased
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Leases and Licenses - 2
•Term
– consistent with PPA
– consistent with capital
investment
•Rent or Royalty
•Purchase Options
– Early buyout option
– End of term
•Indemnification
•Force Majeure
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Lease vs. License

• Lease is real property interest

– Can be secured by a leasehold mortgage
– Eligible for leasehold title insurance
– Notice of lease can be recorded
• License is personal property interest

– Contractual right only
– Can be secured by UCC lien
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Site Leases
Key Lease Terms
• Access

• Insurance

• Assignment

• Interconnection

• Casualty and Liability

• Maintenance and Performance

• Condemnation

• Operations (Commencement
Date)

• Construction (Schedule)
• Default
• Environmental
• Indemnification

• Permits and Approvals
• Rent and/or Royalty
• Taxes
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Site Lease Issues

• Environmental

Compliance

•

Assignment

• Real Estate Taxes

• Condemnation

• Rent Commencement

• Casualty

• Construction Schedule

• Default

• Commencement Date

• Interconnection
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Lessee Covenants - 1
• Lessee covenants may include operating and maintaining the
premises according to laws, permits, manufacturer’s
recommendations and insurance policies, warranties and customary
industry practices
• Replace lost or worn parts
• No modification of assets or installation of accessories
• Provide financial statements and notices
• No indebtedness or liens
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Lessee Covenants - 2
• No sale or transfer of leased property
• Affiliate transactions/Restrictions on change of control
• At end of term, leased property must be return in specified condition
• Lessee bears risk of any loss or damages; must replace or pay
termination value
• Failure to pay rent, breach of covenants, inaccuracy of
representations and bankruptcy will trigger default allowing Lessor to
exercise various remedies from repossession to payment of
damages
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Sublease
– Large areas of land for wind and solar may be
owned by federal government
– Smaller facility may occupy/share existing structure
to keep costs down
– If sharing space, options are direct lease with facility
sharing agreements or sublease
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Access Agreements
• Access and easement rights are typically non-exclusive
• Supply rights
- Non-interruptive easements for solar, wind
- Rights of Way (“ROW”) for pipelines to transport oil, gas,
steam
• Operational rights
- Access to leased or owned generating facility is critical
regardless of type of fuel
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Mortgages
• Mortgages can be granted on any real property interest
- Fee ownership
- Leasehold interest
• Underlying interest must be recorded in official records in
order to encumber
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Recording Notices

• Recording land rights provides constructive notice to all
lienholders and interest holders
• Rights cannot be sold out if junior lienholder forecloses
• Foreclosing lienholder takes property subject to senior
recorded rights
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Permits
• Building Permits

• Federal and State Authorizations
• Environmental
– Special Disposal
Requirements
– Emissions
– Generator/USTS
– Closure Requirements and
Assurances
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Permit Process

• What is the timeline for issuing permits?
– Do all timelines match those of leases, PPAs and loan
documents?
• Are public hearings required?
– Are hearings necessary to gain public support?
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Environmental Permits
•

Emissions
– Greenhouse Gases
– Title V Air permits

• Generator/USTS
• Special Disposal Requirements
– Condensate
– Closure/Post-Closure Care
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Operations Agreements

• Construction Agreements
• Operation Agreements
• Maintenance Agreements
• Interconnection Agreements
– http://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/gi/smallgen/agreement.doc
• Transmission/Distribution Agreements
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Construction, Operation &
Maintenance Agreements
• Turn-key facility vs
component construction
• Well field O&M
• Pipeline O&M
• Turbine O&M
• PV O&M
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Engineering, Procurement &
Construction Agreement
• Scope of Work/Project Schedule
• Compensation
• Payment Terms
• Warranties
• Indemnification
• Insurance
• Termination
• Assignment
• Guarantees
• Dispute Resolution
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O&M Agreements
• Description of Operation Services
• Operator Costs versus Owner Costs/Taxes
• Insurance
• Term and Termination
• Consent and Approvals
• Indemnification
• Default and Damages
• Arbitration and Dispute Resolution
• Force Majeure
• Cooperation
• Confidentiality
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Interconnection Agreements
• Construction
• Distribution
– sending energy directly to utility
– sending energy via utility’s system to 3P
off taker
• Term & Renewals
• Point of Interconnection/Access
• Allocation of Responsibility
– PUC guidelines/tariff
– Disconnection of Unit
• Invoicing & Payment
• Security
• Governing Law
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ESP Agreements
• Energy Service Provider (“ESP”) contracts directly with its customers
to provide electric supplies
• Used in jurisdictions that do not allow direct access service
• Power producer sells power to ESP which, concurrently, sells power
to power purchaser, most often at same price
• ESP is often signatory to PPA, as buyer, as well as to separate ESP
agreement with ultimate customer
• ESP agreement terms must match those of PPA
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Commencement

“Synchronous Operations”
• Successful completion of construction and testing of the Facility
• Facility has synchronized with Buyer’s distribution system
• Seller has determined in accordance with Prudent Electric Industry
Practice that the Facility is ready to deliver the Energy to the
Delivery Point in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement
• Written notification
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Standard of Care
“Prudent Electric Industry Practice”
• Practices that, at a particular time, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in light
of the facts known or reasonably should have been known at the time a decision
was made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired result consistent
with good business practices, reliability, economy, safety and expedition.
• Generally conform to operation and maintenance standards recommended by the
Facility’s equipment suppliers and manufacturers, applicable Facility design limits
and applicable Governmental Approvals and Applicable Law.
• Not intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method or act to the exclusion
of all others, but rather to include acceptable practices, methods or acts generally
accepted.
• Includes, but not limited to, practices engaged in or approved by a significant
portion of the U.S. electric power generation industry.
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Wheeling
• Transmission of power from generating units over the facilities of
one or more utilities to consumption points
• Allows systems separated geographically to deliver energy to one
another by using an intermediary’s transmission facilities
• Unless QF sells directly to customer with transmission facilities, the
ability of alternative power suppliers to utilize the transmission
system of the local utility is the only way to send their power directly
to ultimate consumer
• FERC requires non-discriminatory open access transmission service
to all eligible customers
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Open Access
Transmission Tariff
• Typical contract provisions such as force majeure, billing, and dispute
resolution
• Service requirements such as eligibility, reciprocity and ancillary services

– Scheduling, system control and dispatch, reactive
supply and voltage control from generation services

– *Regulation and frequency response, energy
imbalance, operating reserve-spinning, and operating
and supplemental reserves
• Conforming compliance tariffs may contain regional practices

* Not required to be purchased by the transmission provider
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Curtailment Priority

1. Firm point-to-point, network service from designated
resources, and native load service
2. Network service from non-designated resources
3. Non-firm point-to-point service
4. Point-to-point service over secondary points of
delivery or receipt
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Imbalances
•

Balancing authority area is operated to match generation levels to
consumption points

•

Imbalance penalties are designed to provide incentives to reduce
imbalances through accurate scheduling

•

<3% are netted monthly and settled at 100% of the incremental or
decremental cost

•

>1.5% and <7% of the scheduled energy are settled at 90% of
decremental cost for overscheduling, or 100% of incremental cost for
underscheduling

•

>7.5% are settled at 75% of the decremental cost for overscheduling, or
125% of the incremental cost for underscheduling (except for intermittent
resources)
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Regional Transmission
Arrangements
• Contractual relationships or structural organizations that coordinate various
functions associated with managing multiple transmission systems
• FERC believes RTOs are necessary to eliminate impediments to fully
competitive wholesale markets and has an objective to have all
transmission-owning entities voluntarily place control of transmission
facilities with at RTO
• FERC encourages participation in an ISO (e.g. CALISO or PJM ISO), an
entity independent from all individual market participants responsible for
ensuring equitable and reliable access to the transmission grid and
promoting fair transmission pricing
• ISO is traffic controller determining terms to which generators have access to
grid, and which load is served over what lines. It operates the grid in reliable
manner and establishes equitable transmission rates
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Financing Agreements
•Financing Agreement
• Promissory Note
•Security Agreement
•Membership Interest Pledge Agreement
•Real Property Security Documents
•Inter-creditor Agreement
•Consents
•UCC-1 Financing Statement
•Guaranty Agreement (in favor of Lender)
•Forbearance and Non-disturbance (SNDA) agreements
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Security
• Ensures payment
– Rent
– Royalty
– Loan payment
• Ensures performance
– Indemnification obligations
– Insurance obligations
– Completion
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Security Relationships

• Ensure obligations of:
– Borrower to lender
– Tenant to landlord
– Licensee to licensor
– Buyer to seller
– Easement grantee to easement grantor
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Security Agreements

• Security Agreement is a contract that governs the
relationship between parties to a secured transaction
• Collateral can only be personal property, not real property
– Stock, membership or partnership interest
– Licenses, contracts
– Equipment
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Security Agreements - 2

• Governed by contract wording and UCC
• What other permitted sales or assignments are allowed?
– What notices must be given by the parties if certain
actions are taken?
• Must be perfected by filing UCC lien
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Guaranty
• Guaranty can be granted by any third party to encourage
entering into a contract
– Parent of single purpose entity
– Shareholder of corporate entity
• What are the limits of a guaranty?
– What happens if Project is sold or expanded?
– What happens if underlying agreements change?
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Letter of Credit
• Letters of Credit are issued
by a financial institution
• Typically irrevocable for a
period of time, but may be
automatically renewed
• Form of demand typically
attached
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Negotiation Strategies
•

What is the Market for Renewable Energy?
–

RPS and other requirements

–

Green Building/LEED Certification

–

Voluntarily Green

•

Why does the Lessor/Seller/Grantor want to contract with you?
–

Royalty

–

Recipient of Clean Energy

•

Initial Stage of Development vs. Established Facility

•

Who is the Off taker? And will the Off taker help you?
–

IOU

–

Local power company

–

Private User
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Questions and Answers
• Please contact us if you have Questions:
KRISTEN THALL PETERS

GREG CHAFEE

Cooper, White & Cooper LLP
201 California Street, 17th Floor
San Francisco, California 94111

Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP
1600 Atlanta Financial Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

(415) 433-1900

(404) 504 -7693

Email: KTPeters@cwclaw.com

Email: gchafee@mmmlaw.com

Website: cwclaw.com

Website: mmmlaw.com
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Thank You for Listening!
LICENSE:
The text of the foregoing is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by3.0. Pursuant to this license, you may copy this PowerPoint
presentation as long as you give me attribution.

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this presentation has been prepared by Cooper, White &
Cooper LLP (“Cooper”) and Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP (“Morris”) is not intended to constitute legal
advice. Cooper and Morris has used reasonable efforts in collecting, preparing, and providing this
information, but does not guarantee its accuracy, completeness, adequacy, or currency.
The
publication and distribution of this presentation are not intended to create, and receipt does not
constitute, an attorney-client relationship.

COPYRIGHT © 2012, Kristen Thall Peters, Greg Chafee. All rights reserved.
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